WHAT MAKES DANISH TV DRAMA SERIES TRAVEL?

Research Project Seminar December 16, 2015, Aarhus University
http://danishtvdrama.au.dk

Venue:
The seminar takes place on Wednesday December 16th at 10-18.30 in ADA 333, Helsingforsgade 14 (entrance from the courtyard, 3. floor). After the meeting, we will have dinner in town. Anne M’s mobile if you get lost: 40231785.

Feedback sessions:
Please distribute your article/draft to the rest of the group no later than Wednesday December 9th. The persons asked to prepare for feedback write (individually) their comments and questions on a piece of paper/in a document and give it to the author(s) immediate after the feedback. We also invite our guests and students to prepare for feedback. Some of you are asked to give feedback on two papers - I hope you are OK with that.

Meals:
Nina will come back to you regarding the meals and she will coordinate it with respectively the cantina and the restaurant (Nina Quist: ninaquist@live.dk)

Mini-interviews:
During the meeting, Nina, Katrine and Maria will take photos of you and make mini-interviews with you to be presented at our website.

Program:
10.00-11.00: Update: Publications, conferences and call for papers
• Lisbeth Raahauge AUL: Online access of publication, PURE, registration of publications
• Kasper Skov Christenen, ph.d. stud./AU: Zotero + online archive for our empirical material (interviews etc.)
• Call for papers/panel/conferences: update: IAMCRA, ECREA, ICA, NECCS, AHRC workshop etc.

11.00 – 11.15 Welcome to Arthur Stijn & Jakob Wille: production design and title sequences in Danish TV drama series. Jacob and AM will inform about a collaborative seminar in f2016 or s2017.

11.15-12.15: Article 1: Gunhild Agger: Den etiske arv i dansk tv-drama - Arvingerne Feedback: Anne Marit Waade, Ushma Jacobsen, Maria Skytte

12.15-13: Lunch
13-13.45: Article 2:
Jakob Wille and Anne M. Waade: *Production design in Arvingerne* (Kosmorama). Feedback: Jakob Isak N., Arthur Stijn, Nina Quist

13.45-14.30: Article 3:
Jakob Isak Nielsen: *The Danish Way*
Feedback: Iris Rittenhofer, Mads M. Andersen, Susanne Eichner

14.30: Short break incl. coffee & sweet things

15-15.45: Article 4:
Ushma Jacobsen and Pia Majbritt Azzolini (title tba)
Feedback: Kirsten Sparre, Susanne Eichner, Rui Xu

15.45 – 16.30 Article 5:
Iris Rittenhofer: (title tba)
Feedback: Kim Toft Hansen, Jakob Isak Nielsen, Lynge S. Gemzøe

Short break inclusive fruit, snack & drinks

17-17.45: Article 6:
Feedback: Gunhild Agger, Jakob Wille, Katrine Dueholm

17.45-18.30 Article 7:
Susanne Eichner: *Public sphere & Europeanness*
Feedback: Gunhild Agger, Kim Toft Hansen, Iris Rittenhofer

18.45: Taxa/ for the restaurant
19.00: Dinner at restaurant LeCoq, [http://www.cafe-lecoq.dk](http://www.cafe-lecoq.dk)
Address: GRAVEN 16 - 8000 ÅRHUS C - TEL.: 86 19 50 74

Seminar participants:
1. Ushma Chauhan Jacobsen  (AU/BSS)
2. Iris Rittenhofer (AU/BSS)
3. Gunhild Agger (AAU)
4. Susanne Eichner (AU Arts/Film University, Postdam)
5. Anne Marit Waade (AU/Arts)
6. Lynge Stegger Gemzøe (AU/Arts)
7. Jakob Isak Nielsen (AU/Arts)
8. Kim Toft Hansen (AAU)
9. Kirsten Sparre (affiliated researcher, Journalism Studies, AU/Arts)
10. Mads Møller Andersen (AU/Arts)
11. Marie Skytte (AU/Arts)
12. Nina Quist (AU/Arts)
13. Katrine Duedahl (AU/Arts)
14. Rui Xu (visiting scholar from Shanghai)
15. Arthur Stijn, *Danish school of design*, ph.d. candidate
16. Jakob Ion Wille, *Danish school of design*, assistant professor
17. Lisbeth Raahauge Karlsson, AUL
18. Kasper Skov Christensen, PhD student, AU